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Professional Experience

OWNER/OPERATOR | COO

GM | SECRETARY/TREASURER

EXECUTIVE VP | OPS MANAGER

Education

MBA, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
IN ST. LOUIS

BA, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Member

DJS Enterprises has more than 30 years of national

experience working years with professionals just like you:

CEOs | COOs | CFOs

GENERAL MANAGERS

VPs OPERATIONS

PLANT ENGINEERS | SUPERVISORS

BOARDS OF DIRECTORS

The relationships you’d like to develop are already as close

as our handshake. Here are just some of the resources

that—with our guidance—can take you to the next level:

WENDT

METSO-TSI

STEINERT U.S.

SGM MAGNETICS

RIVERSIDE ENGINEERING

THE SHREDDER COMPANY

AMERICAN PULVERIZER

HUSTLER CONVEYOR

U.S. CONVEYOR

HARRIS

…and many others…

We come to you, work with you on site, and bring the right

players to the table. Anyone can make suggestions. We go

further to establish the benchmarks, metrics and management

tools to monitor your operations. Doesn’t that opportunity

merit a conversation? Contact DJS Enterprises today!

Ideas
Fresh

Results
Bottom Line

Actions
Integrated
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Are you growing, or are you just going from day to day?

“If I only had the time…” “If I could only find the right

person…” “If I only knew who to trust…”

Does this sound like you? You believe that you have

bigger capabilities, better opportunities and a stronger bottom

line in your future, but you just can’t escape the burden and

necessity of daily operations to do something about it.

You have plans in your head and projects on your

desk…just where they’ve been for months. You’re too busy

running your operation to move forward. You want the

knowledge OEM reps can provide, but you just can’t

separate the hype from the hope. 

If this describes your situation, you need a

consultant. But you don’t want just any consultant,

someone who will talk you to death or bury you in

presentations. What you need is a specialized scrap industry

consultant. There are very few trained, experienced,

practiced and creative analysts who know the scrap industry

from the smallest peddler to the largest yard. That’s just

what DJS Enterprises offers  

We have industry-specific experts who stand shoulder

to shoulder with you. We guide you through the evaluation

and decision-making processes. We will embrace your

concept, envision the solution, and see you through the

implementation.  

Our motto: “Ideas. Action. Results.”

Scrap industry focus, range of expertise
FERROUS & NON-FERROUS

BALERS

SHREDDERS

REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENTS

RETRO-FITTING

PROCESSING

RECOVERY SYSTEMS

GREENFIELD FACILITIES

VIABILITY STUDIES

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS

DRIVE POWER CONVERSIONS

DJS Enterprises brings you all the objective

information you need to see every option available based

on your desired operational level and real-world conditions.

We provide management direction to transform your

operations and reach optimal efficiencies.

On your side, by your side
We do not represent any manufacturer. Instead, we

function as your representative in front of all

manufacturers. Imagine the difference this can make to

your design, purchasing and installation decisions. We can

mix and match the most appropriate equipment,

regardless of OEM. We actively communicate your needs

and respond only with your best interest in mind.

Current market conditions offer companies in our

industry an unprecedented window of opportunity. Let DJS

Enterprises help to secure your operations’ future,

regardless of what the marketplace has in store.

Acting on your behalf
DESIGNING

EVALUATING | PURCHASING

LEASING

COMMISSIONING

INSTALLING

LOGISTICS | ANALYSIS

BUDGETING

Looking to your future
MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

CONSOLIDATIONS

DIVESTITURES

FINANCING & REFINANCING

DJS ENTERPRISES, LLC
(t) 843-671-3453 (m) 843-290-3444

dan@djshapiro.com


